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NXT Magazine is the leading lifestyle consumer electronic title for
the Singapore market and will focus on how increasingly affluent
consumers are changing their lifestyles with a greater affinity for
the very best in consumer electronics, luxury tech products and
emerging trends such as wearables.
Featuring entertaining articles for both male and female readers,
NXT Magazine is about the user experience and understanding the
technology behind the world’s favourite gadgets.
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The NXT Magazine reader wants to find out whats the best and
latest in gadgets and gear, without wading through technical jargon.
The NXT reader is between the age of 16 and 50 with approximately
50% and below female, affluent with a high disposable income. The
core NXT reader is in their mid-20s to early-40s and discerning with
his/her spending, conscious of brand identity and willing to spend
more for premium build quality over processor performance, stylish
design over complex technical features.
• Both Male and Female – 60% male to 40% female
• Mass age group from 16 to late 50s
• Main core age group mid 20s to late 40s
• Average income group 36K to 120K
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fter Apple’s annual September launch we actually expected the
trillion dollar tech company to bunker down for the final quarter,
but they surprised with their second product launch just a 45
days later. The event not only saw the long-overdue updates to
the Mac Mini and the MacBook Air, but also updates to the iPad
Pro. Substantial updates.
The original iPad Pro revolutionised a new way for digital professionals from app development to CAD, video editing to animation. With the all-new
third generation iPad Pros Apple has now created powerful tablets that are
actually more capable than many laptops! Powered by a new generation
A12X Bionic chip with octa-core processors as well as Apple’s integrated
Neural Engine and a bespoke seven-core GPU, the new iPad Pros are
seriously fast, powerful machines capable of not only providing a seamless
AR experience, but also console-game quality graphics. They are available
in WiFi only and WiFi + cellular models with 64GB, 256GB, 512GB and 1TB
storage options.
Apple have taken the opportunity to redesign the new iPads and where
the previous generations had a curving rear aluminium panel, the latest
versions now have a more slate-like aluminium unibody with curved
edges. With the reduction of bezels the new 11-inch iPad Pro actually
packs a bigger screen in the same dimensions of the previous 10.5-inch
iPad Pro, while the new 12.9-inch iPad Pro is 25 percent smaller than its
predecessor - both are now just 5.9mm slim, with bright, colour accurate
Liquid Retina displays. There’s Face ID now, which Apple has tuned to work

POWER TO THE
IPAD PRO
Apple unleashes the most powerful tablet ever

while the iPad Pro is in any position - in portrait, landscape while sitting on
its Smart Keyboard Folio, or even upside down.
The Apple Pencil has now been redesigned and comes in a slightly
shorter form factor with a single chamfer, which enables the Pencil to
magnetically attach to the side of the new iPad Pro. Doing so wirelessly
syncs and charges the Pencil. There’s also a hidden sensor in the front
of the Pencil, so as you draw, a simple double tap on the Pencil lets you
access Tools. Unfortunately, the new Pencil does not work with previous
generation iPad Pros.
Now the most interesting aspect of the new iPad Pro is the somewhat
startling move by Apple from their propriety Lightning connector to USB-C.
In a sense this is a ‘mea culpa’ from Apple that their Lightning format simply
cannot support the versatility and high data-rates of USB 3.1 Gen 2 that the
new iPad Pros are capable of reaching. With the switch to a single USB-C port,
the new iPad Pros can now sync directly to 5K external displays and enjoy
fast data transfers directly from cameras. Alongside the new iPad Pro Apple
have introduced a new range of USB-C accessories, though as the USB-C
format is already used on MacBooks, there’s already a compatible USB-C
Digital AV Multiport Adaptor (S$95) that provides HDMI, USB and USB-C ports.

Apple iPad Pro from S$1,199 (11-inch), from S$1,499 (12.9-inch)
Apple Pencil 2 S$189
www.apple.com/sg
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NXT Angel Crisann is currently studying Mass Communication
at Murdoch while freelancing as an events model and a hand
model. Crisann has been using Apple iPhones for years so
it’s interesting to get her perspective on the new Google Pixel
3. You can visit her Instagram @ s4nn_
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I happened to know that the Pixel 3 was recently launched
and I actually read up about it as it’s a pretty good phone.
I’ve never actually tried any of the Google AI apps on
Android except for Google Translate and I’m not familiar
with those apps. I own an iPhone X but I don’t use Siri
much as well, and the only time I use Siri is when I’m
hungry and I just ask Siri “where’s the nearest food?”
I find wide-angle cameras to be very useful, and I know
the Pixel 3 has two front cameras with one an ultrawide
angle for taking group photos so I tried it out and think it
works quite well, so you don’t have to carry a selfie stick
with you with this phone! For Google Lens I think it is an
important and convenient app to have when I travel with
my friends and have to figure out how to order food. I
haven’t actually travelled much yet but I do intend to make
up for that very soon, so using a phone that you can not only
translate the written and spoken language but to also snap a
picture of a building and get info on it sounds great to me.

LATEST

ICON

I just changed to the iPhone X a few months ago so I’m
not thinking of changing smartphones yet, and if I did
my main interest is on the cameras. I noticed that when
when I’m shooting videos the Pixel 3 seems to capture less
movement from my hands (It has 4K video stabilization - ed)
and the camera functions look much better than my iPhone.

TECHNOLOGY
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BY SHAWN CHUNG
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GOOGLE PIXEL 3
With the Pixel 3 Google seems to have focused their AI
support on the camera features of the new device, and
although the 5-5 inch Pixel 3 (and 6.3-inch Pixel 3 XL)
have a single 12MP dual-pixel rear camera it features
optical and electronic image stabilisation as well as
6SHFWUDO FRORXUPDWFKLQJ DQGÁLFNHUVHQVRU7KHUH·V
QRZD7RS6KRWPRGHZKHUHWKH$,ZLOOUHFRPPHQG
the best out of a series of shots, Super Res Zoom where
\RXU]RRPHGLQLPDJHLVNHSWVKDUSDQG1LJKW6LJKW
IRUORZOLJKWSKRWRJUDSK\ZLWKRXWWKHÁDVK$QGWKHUH·V
DOVRWZRIURQWIDFLQJFDPHUDVIRUEHWWHUJURXSVHOÀHV

S$1,249
store.google.com/sg

 PRODUCT GOOGLE PIXEL 3
 MODEL: NXT ANGEL CRISANN @ S4NN_N
 DRESS: LEXI LYLA
 FOOTWEAR: PEDRO

PHOTOGRAPHY RAYMOND TOH/ WWW.VINEYARDPRODUCTION.SG
STYLING XINDI SIAU / WWW.XINDISIAU.COM
STYLING ASSISTANT SOPHIA LIM / WWW.SOPHISSOTARD.COM
MAKEUP ASHLEY NG / PALETTEINC USING LANEIGE
HAIR JANE LAU / PALETTEINC USING KEUNE HAIRCOSMETICS
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MICKEY’S
BIRTHDAY FRIDGE

KLIPSCH R5
Featuring a hand-stitched, edge-treated leather neckband,
the Klipsch R5 wirelessly connects with smartphones
and music devices. It is compatible with both aptX and
AAC Bluetooth streaming, and has a USB port that can
recharge the unit for eight hours of use. These earphones
offers handsfree calls – it vibrates when you receive a
call and its raised controls let you answer, adjust volume,
and skip tracks. The Klipsch R5 includes an integrated cVc
microphone and is also rated IPX4, which means it can
cope with liquids from any direction. It also comes with a
5mm micro-driver and oval tips, which reduce ear fatigue
while providing noise isolation and bass response.

GAME

Italian appliance brand Smeg collaborates with the House of the Mouse

S$199
www.tcacoustics.com.sg

U

sually, the most exciting thing about a fridge is the
food inside, but this limited edition Smeg x Mickey
Mouse fridge is about to change all that. It’s been
launched to celebrate three milestones, the first two
being Smeg’s 70th year and the first anniversary of its London
flagship store. The third: the fridge also commemorates the
Disney icon’s 90th birthday.

PHOTO CHOICE
)XMLÀOP·VQHZK\EULG64OHWV\RXVKRRWDQGSULQWWKHLPDJHV\RXZDQW

I

to do with kids. A big drawback is the lack of a GPS.
However, the battery life is great – it goes up to seven
days with the heart rate monitor continuously
switched on.

S$199
www.garmin.com
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images into one instax print to create a collage.
The SQ20 also has 4x optical zoom, self-shot mirror, dual
shutter buttons for left and right hand operation, 6 shooting
modes & 21 imaging effects; and can print up to 100 prints
per charge.

want and then select, edit and print only the photos you want.
New for the SQ20 is the ability to capture video clips, and
there’s a new Motion Mode where you can capture 15 second
video clips then pick out a moment from the clip, use the new
Sequence filter to add in a motion blur and print. Another
new mode Time Shift lets you capture four images - say of

S$299
www.fujifilm.com.sg
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Each will have its own silver plaque showing its unique
number, and will be available to buy exclusively from Smeg’s
flagship store at 14 Regent Street, London, England.

£1,699
www.smeg.com

BY SADAT OSMAN

The Garmin vivosmart 4 is the brand’s latest slim fitness
tracker that offers a pulse oxygen sensor, and even these
captures readings while you’re asleep. It also marks the
debut of Garmin’s Body Battery feature, which measures
your body reserves and tells you how much energy you
have left, based on a collection of metrics. The band can
track walking, running, strength training, swimming, yoga,
ellipticals, cardio and Toe-to-Toe, an exercise for parents

your puppy running across a grass field, then printing all four

or a compact digital camera, why not get both with
Fujifilm’s new instax SQUARE SQ20? The successor

BY SHAWN CHUNG

BY SADAT OSMAN

GARMIN VIVOSMART 4

f you’re wondering whether to get an Instax camera

to last year’s Instax SQ10, the SQ20 combines a
digital camera sensor with Fujfilm’s Instax instant printing
system into one body, so you can snap as many images as you

Smeg has literally taken the Mickey and plastered him on
the front of a Fab28 fridge. The bespoke sketch is, simply
put, cute as hell, showing Mickey playfully reaching for the
fridge’s handle. Inside, there are adjustable glass shelves,
chrome shelving supports, metal wine racks, LED strip lights,
an ice compartment and a Life Plus drawer, which keeps fruit

and veg fresher for longer. And to make it even more special,
only 90 – one for each of Mickey’s birthdays – will be made.

19/10/18 09:25
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RACING THOROUGHBRED

POWER CONSERVATION

RATING ★★★★

there needs to endure the heat soak from the
front-mounted radiators.
Starting up the R8 V10 Plus is simple ensure the gear shift is in park, put hold down
the brake and press the big red start button
on the steering wheel. Once started wait a
couple of minutes before driving off as the R8
V10 famously uses a racing-inspired dry sump
lubrication system that takes a short while to
pressurise.
Now a note about the glorious 5.2 litre V10
direct injection engine that sits behind you in
the R8. It sounds absolutely wonderful! Power
is available throughout the rev band with up to
540 PS (397 kW) available, and with 540 Nm
torque at 6,500 rpm and throttle response is
instantaneous. One particular feature of the
Audi R8 V10 is a little button on the steering
wheel that opens or shuts an exhaust flap.
Activating this feature does not impact the car’s
performance, but it does make the exhaust
sound ‘sportier’. While it makes the car sound
great when you’re driving through a tunnel or
as the gears downshift while cornering, it’s very
loud and kind of attention-seeking if you use it
while waiting at the traffic light while driving
down Orchard Road.
Having driven and reviewed a few sports
cars in the past including the more powerful
McLaren 12C I thought I could handle the Audi
R8 V10, but driving the review car for a day
made me doubt just how good a driver I think

I am. The issue I had is with my perception of
speed and reaction time - the R8 V10 Coupe is
simply as responsive as a race car - the way the
car accelerates or corners can catch you out
if you’re used to the feel provided by ‘ordinary’
sedans, and even when you’re in comfort driving
mode you’ll notice just how quick you can
accelerate past 60kmh. The Audi R8 V10 Coupe
really is a race-bred supercar that wants to go
fast and go hard, and you have to be constantly
mindful during daily driving not to drift pass the
speed limits.

T

smartwatches. The first is price, and the second is battery life,
as most smartwatches usually function between 2-5 days
before needing recharging.

In the hand this Wear OS smartwatch is actually quite large with
a 45mm diameter and a 1.39-inch OLED display, and while it looks a little

BY SHAWN CHUNG

Engine Type 5.2 litre FSI V10
Drivetrain quattro permanent all-wheel drive
Transmission 7-speed S tronic
Power 403 kW @ 7800 rpm
Torque 540 Nm @6500 rpm
Acceleration (0-100kmh) 3.5 seconds
Top Speed 320 kmh
Fuel Capacity 83 litres
Unladen Weight 1,595kg

BY SHAWN CHUNG

From S$793,380
www.audi.com.sg

MAKAN

here are couple of barriers to the mass adoption of

The Mobvoi TicWatch Pro is a pretty solid attempt to solve
both problems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

We say:
A true supercar that is really feels like
it’s more at home on a race track than
tooling around the CBD.

MOVIE

EXCLUSIVE

Parrot’s new ANAFIPDNHVEHJLQQHUGURQHÁ\LQJVLPSOH
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chunky it’s actually reasonably light as a result of a case constructed of
carbon fibre reinforced with high strength nylon, which makes it quite
durable. The TicWatch Pro is also waterproof and uses standard 22mm
straps, so you can always swap out the straps when you want to.
Now it is actually not noticeable at a casual glance, but the TicWatch
Pro is built with two screens, with a transparent low power display over
the AMOLED screen. This enables the watch to display basic features like
time, date and your steps while conserving power. To switch to the main
display, simple lift up your hand towards your face. Users can set the watch
to permanent Smart or Essential Mode, with maximum battery life in each
mode 2 days and 30 days respectively. In normal usage, we got about 5
days before having to recharge the watch, which is actually pretty decent.
Apart from some specific Apps, the watch is almost a pure Android
Wear platform, with decent specs including GPS, 4GB RAM and NFC.
Syncing to an iPhone via the Wear OS app was simple, though you do
need to use Google Assistant on your iPhone to install Wear apps onto the
smartwatch, which is a little clunky.

he Parrot ANAFI is a pretty cool drone that is basically
flyable straight out of the box and comes completely
assembled in its protective carrier case. Charging is
simple thanks to the use of USB-C ports and you can
charge both the drone and Skycontroller 3 remote control from
a powerbank.
For our first flight we used our living room as there’s a need to
download the Parrot FreeFlight 6 app and software updates via WiFi,
which starts automatically when you sync your smartphone to the
controller. Once that’s done, just press the green ‘start flight’ button
on your screen, and the ANAFI will start, lift off and hover about 1
metre above ground.
We first tried flying the ANAFI indoors to get used to the remote
controller, which uses thumbsticks for climb/descend and tilt/rotate
and finger-toggles to control the digital zoom and vertical tilt (up to

RATING ★★★★

RATING ★★★★

We say:
The Mobovi TicWatch Pro gives you
all the essentials of a smartwatch
DWDGHFHQWSULFHDQGZLWKRXW
XQDSSUHFLDWHGEHOOVDQGZKLVWOHV
like software bloat, though ideally
we’d like a smartwatch to last a week
between charges.

T

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

OS Wear OS
Dimensions 45mm x 12.6mm
Display 1.39-inch OLED 400 x 300 + FSTN display
Chipset QUalcomm Snapdragon Wear 2100
GPS GPS/AGPS
NFC Yes
Connectivity BT4.1, WiFi
Battery 415mAh, up to 30 days in Essential Mode
Water Resistant IP68

Aprox S$340
www.mobvoi.com/sg

BY SHAWN CHUNG
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EASY FLYER

Mobvoi’s TicWatch Pro has a neat little trick to extend battery life

Audi’s R8 V10 Coupe is a true racer’s car

udi recently announced a big update
of the R8 sportscar during the 2018
Paris Motor Show, with the
upcoming 2019 models gaining
more powerful versions of its signature V10
naturally aspirated engine. In the meantime we
test drove the current 2018 R8 V10 Coupe and
found it to be quite a car.
The current R8 is the second generation
model introduced in 2016 with a number of
updates, including a refined exterior design
that looks more aggressive than the original
and the use of LEDs for front or rear lights. The
R8’s most iconic visual features have remained,
like the side mounted air scopes and the
electronically controlled rear spoiler.
As we’ve driven a number of Audi models
this year, there’s quite a bit about sitting in the
driver’s seat of the R8 V10 Plus Coupe that is
quite familiar - specifically Audi’s MMI virtual
cockpit on a large 12.3-inch TFT display and
most of the driver controls, though as befitting
its purpose in the R8 V10 there are additional
data indicators including g-metre, lap timer, plus
power and torque displays.
As befitting a two-seater sportscar, the
interior is a big snug, but unlike some sports
cars you don’t have to be a contortionist to get in
and the seats will comfortably accomodate big
blokes over 185cm in height. There’s also isn’t
much space in the front boot to carry anything
bigger than a duffel bag, and anything you place

T E S T

We say:
:KDWUHDOO\LPSUHVVHVXVDERXWWKH
3DUURW$1$),LVWKDWLW·VTXLWHVLPSOH
WRÁ\DQGHDV\WRPDVWHUDQGZKLOHLW
lacks some advanced features found
in other drones (collision avoidance)
LWPDNHVLWXSE\EHLQJHDV\WRÁ\DQG
FDSWXUHVWXQQLQJ.+'5YLGHRV2K
and it’s also very easy to carry in a bag.

180 degrees). Once we had some confidence we headed down to the
Barrage for some outdoor fun, and with a decent sized powerbank
you can recharge the drone after 25 minutes of flight.
Now bear in mind that in-comparison to its closest rival, the DJI
Mavic Air, the ANAFI lacks collision avoidance (handy if you like flying
in forested areas) but it’s easier to carry in a backpack, recharge
and has a slightly longer flight time. It also shoots 3-axis stabilized
4K HDR videos and there’s lossless digital zoom (1.4x for 4K, 2.8x
in FHD) as well as 21MP stills and makes less noise in flight. With
the FreeFlight 6 app there’s also a number of cool camera modes
to master for a range of drone photography uses, from capturing
scenic landscapes to a tornado mode where the drone will capture
video while spiralling around you and keeping you in the centre of the
frame!

BIG FEATURE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

TEST

DRONE
Size Folded 244x67x65mm
Size Unfolded 175x240x65mm
Weight 320g
Max Range/Flight Time 4km with controller/25 min
Max Speed/Wind Resistancet zt55kmh/50kmh
Camera 21MP 1/2.4’’ CMOS, ISO 100-3200, max video resolution 4K 4096x2160 24fps,
HDR, 3-axis hybrid stabilization, up to 2.8x lossless digital zoom

S$1,199
www.engsiang.com
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NXT IN GAMES

GET SMART WITH
HOME LOCKS

NXT IN MOVIES

What are the pros and cons of enhancing your home with a smart
ORFN"7KH1;7*XUXÀQGVRXW

JUST CAUSE 4

AQUAMAN

Just Cause 4 is the fourth third-person action-adventure game in
the Just Cause series and the sequel to 2015’s Just Cause 3. The player
assumes the role of series protagonist Rico Rodriguez in an open world
sandbox environment. Set in a fictional South American country called
Solis, Rico takes on the Black Hand, the world’s most powerful private
army run by Gabriella Morales, a newly introduced character, though
the Black Hand served as the mercenary group that backed the baddies
Salvador Mendoza of Just Cause 1 and Sebastiano Di Ravello in Just
Cause 3. When Rico is shown evidence that his late father was working
with The Black Hand, he plunges into the South American nation of Solís,
the homeland of the Black Hand in search of answers. Developers have
now included diverse and extreme weather effects including blizzards,
sandstorms, and tornadoes, while indicating that improvements had
been made to the game’s artificial intelligence over Just Cause 3. These
changes were intended to make non-player characters smarter so that
they behave more tactically and pose more of a threat to the player. Other
improvements to the game engine include physics-based rendering and a
new animation system.

In cinemas Dec 20
Aquaman reveals the origin story of half-human,
half-Atlantean Arthur Curry (Jason Momoa) and
takes him on the journey of his lifetime, one that
will not only force him to face who he really is,
but to discover if he is worthy of who he was
born to be a king. The film will cover Aquaman’s
origin and story prior to his appearances in
Batman v Superman and Justice League. With
the aquatic superhero as the film’s focus, it will
be able to take a deep dive into his backstory,
making sure the fans will see Aquaman not only
as a hardened man with a chance to become
king, but also as a boy finding his powers. The
film also stars Amber Heard as Mera, a fierce
warrior and Aquaman's ally throughout his

SUPER SMASH BROS. ULTIMATE

INSURGENCY: SANDSTORM

Mutant Year Zero: Road to Eden is a stylish
turn-based adventure game based on a
pen-and-paper role-playing game by the
same name that was popular in Europe in the
1980s and ’90s. In that grimdark version of
the post-apocalypse, global thermonuclear
war has killed off billions, and turned many of
the survivors into bizarre human and animal
hybrids. Two of the game’s main characters,
Dux and Borman, are a mutated duck and a
mutated boar, but their affliction gives them
powerful abilities, such as increased damage
absorption or the power to fly. The creators
also roll in some more traditional turn-based
perks to the mutations list, including skills that
enhance headshots and hobble fast-moving
enemies. Overall, the leveling mechanic feels
an awful lot like the one from XCOM: Enemy
Unknown, complete with branching trees that
lead to highly specialised fighters. But combat
is almost nothing like Firaxis’ reboot of the
1994 alien-hunting classic.

Super Smash Bros. Ultimate lives up to its
namesake when it comes to character roster
alone, featuring every single character released
in previous entries – the N64 original, Melee,
Brawl, Wii U and 3DS editions – whether
they’ve featured just once, as DLC, or have been
with the series since the beginning. Not only
is there a huge returning roster of Nintendo
favourites, there are several new fighters too –
Inkling (from Splatoon), Ridley (from Metroid),
Simon (from Castlevania), King K. Rool (from
Donkey Kong), Isabelle (from Animal Crossing),
Incineroar (from Pokemon), and Piranha Plant
(from Super Mario). The also game introduces
the concept of ‘Echo Fighters’. It’s not a new
concept, but in fact, they are reskins of other
characters who offer subtle differences in their
movesets, but unlike costumes, have their own
place in the roster. On top of that, GameCube
controllers can be used, Amiibo figures are
supported, data from previous games can be
transferred, and there are over 800 music
tracks, which can be played with the Switch
screen off in handheld mode.

Insurgency: Sandstorm brings extended
gameplay possibilities, improved immersion,
and new co-op and versus objective-based
game modes, all while retaining the lethal
tactical action that made Insurgency famous.
Fight across a modern battlefield utilising
gameplay mechanics that blur the lines
between reality and shooter. Each weapon
has unique ballistic calculations that take into
account things like bullet drop and penetration
power. Choose to drop magazines for faster
reloads in dangerous situations, carefully open
doors to keep quiet, or bash doors down with a
shoulder charge, and much more. Participate
in large-scale battles in up to 16-versus-16
skirmishes with artillery barrages, helicopter
gunships, repurposed commercial drones, air
strikes, and drivable land transport vehicles.
Each map’s size and play areas are adjusted
specifically for each game mode and can
also be played in co-op against bots. Players
will finally see long awaited features such as
character customisation, ranked matchmaking,
and much more.

7 December
Switch

12 December
PC, PS4, Xbox One

4 December
PC, PS4, Xbox One
costing an arm and a leg. More importantly,
some of the features are easier to understand
and use than the earlier models. In this issue,
NXT Guru will share with you some of the
features to look out for when buying smart
locks.

BY CHESTER TAN

BY SADAT OSMAN

S

mart locks are growing in popularity,
and it's not just for the sake of have
a "smart" enabled home. The
technology has matured in recent
years to a point that home owners from all
walks of life can enjoy the benefits without
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SPIDER-MAN: INTO THE SPIDER-VERSE

BUMBLEBEE: THE MOVIE

MARY POPPINS RETURNS

In cinemas Dec 13
Phil Lord and Christopher Miller, the creative
minds behind The Lego Movie and 21 Jump
Street, bring their unique talents to a fresh
vision of a different Spider-Man Universe,
with a groundbreaking visual style that's the
first of its kind. Spider-Man: Into the SpiderVerse introduces Brooklyn teen Miles Morales
(Shameik Moore), and the limitless possibilities
of the Spider-Verse, where more than one can
wear the mask. It also features a seasoned
Peter Parker (voiced by Jake Johnson)
crossing over into the universe of Miles to
mentor the younger Spidey. Gwen Stacy’s
Ghost Spider (formerly Spider-Gwen) will also
make an appearance, alongside Peni Parker
(Kimiko Glenn), Spider-Man Noir (Nicolas
Cage), and even Spider-Ham (John Mulaney)
who, tragically, is somehow not the same as
Spider-Pig! The “Super-Collider” that brings the
radioactive squad together in Miles’ universe
— introduced by Kingpin, AKA Wilson Fisk (Liev
Schreiber) — is going to end up threatening the
multiverse itself.

In cinemas Dec 20
Bumblebee is a prequel in the big, boomy
live-action Transformers franchise. Set 20
years before the first Transformers movie took
place, it follows Charlie (Hailee Steinfeld), who
discovers Bumblebee disguised as a brokendown VW Beetle. On the run in the year 1987,
Bumblebee finds refuge in a junkyard in a small
Californian beach town. Charlie, on the cusp of
turning 18 and trying to find her place in the
world, discovers Bumblebee, battle-scarred and
broken. When Charlie revives him, she quickly
learns this is no ordinary, yellow VW bug. As
the duo's bond grows, the appearance of a
menacing government agency searching for
Bumblebee threatens the safety of their coastal
California town. While the previous, Michael
Bay-directed Transformers movies are known
for their intense battles and constant fiery
explosions, new director Travis Knight (Coraline,
Kubo and the Two Strings) brings more humour
and a slightly lighter touch to this chapter in
the franchise. But it's still safe to expect plenty
of sci-fi/robot action, including gunfire and
military-style weapons.

In cinemas Dec 27
A grown-up Michael Banks and his three
children (Annabel, Georgie, and John) are
struggling to cope with a family death, so Mary
Poppins sweeps in and tries to bring hope and
positive energy back into their lives. And of
course, Michael's sister Jane is there for extra
support. This time however, Emily Blunt will be
playing the magical nanny. And not only will
Mary Poppins look different, but she might also
act a little different, too. Unlike the original, this
Mary Poppins will grab character inspiration
from the book series written by P.L. Travers.
Some other A-list stars you can expect to see
on screen include Meryl Streep, Harry Potter's
Julie Walters, and Lin-Manuel Miranda. And if
you're a fan of the first movie, you'll be happy to
know that Dick Van Dyke, who originally played
chimney-sweep Bert, will be back as Mr. Dawes
Jr., the chairman of Fidelity Fiduciary Bank.

PRIME
BIG THING

BY SADAT OSMAN

4 December
PC, PS4, Xbox One

MUTANT YEAR ZERO: ROAD TO EDEN

journey; Willem Dafoe as Vulko, council to the
Atlantean throne; Patrick Wilson as Orm, the
present King of Atlantis; Dolph Lundgren as
Nereus, King of the Atlantean tribe Xebel; Yahya
Abdul-Mateen II as the vengeful Black Manta;
and Nicole Kidman as Arthur's mom, Atlanna;
as well as Ludi Lin as Captain Murk, Atlantean
Commando; and Temuera Morrison as Arthur's
dad, Tom Curry. And to clear the air on the ‘airbubble’ dialogue seen in Justice League where
Aquaman interacts with Mera after an undersea
battle with the villain Steppenwolf, there will
be none of these in this film. So you can rest
assured that the movie won’t be a bore fest!
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ADVERTISING
RATES
PRINT
NUMBER OF INSERTIONS
DPS (Inside Front Cover Spread)
Contents Page
Full Page (First 30 pages)
Full Page (ROP)
DPS (ROP)
Inside Back Cover
Outside Back Cover
Half Page Horizontal / Vertical

1
$10,000
$6,000
$5,500
$5,000
$8,000
$5,500
$8,500
$3,000

3
$9,000
$5,400
$4,950
$4,500
$7,200
$4,950
$7,650
$2,700

6
$8,500
$5,100
$4,675
$4,250
$6,800
$4,675
$7,225
$2,550

6 & ABOVE
$8,000
$4,800
$4,400
$4,000
$6,400
$4,400
$6,800
$2,400

Advertorial Full Page Colour: $6,000 including concept, editorial and design but excluding third party costs such as photography,
models and styling

CREATIVE BUYS
Cover Gate Fold, ROP Gate Fold, Tip in Art Card, loose insert booklet/catalogue, Sampling Tip-on and Polybagged.

DIGITAL
STANDARD FORMAT DISPLAY
960 x 250 IMU - (Masthead)
728 x 90 IMU - (Leaderboard)
300 x 600 IMU - (Double MPU)
300 x 250 - (MPU)

SITE SECTION
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)

COST PER THOUSAND ADS
S$100
S$80
S$120
S$60

SPECIAL FORMATS
Page Takeover (Skin, MPU and Leader) Homepage (other site sections available) price on request

Agency commission: 15% of gross amount billed payable to advertising agency
Special group discount: 10% to all advertiser who use 8 or more pages in the publication within a year in Kingsman Media Pte Ltd
All rates quoted are subject to GST

AD SPECS

DIGITAL
VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS
Video Format: MP4
Audio Codec: AAC-LC
- Channels: Stereo or Stereo + 5.1
- Sample rate 96khz or 48khz
Video codec: H.264
- Progressive scan (no interlacing)
- High Profile
- 2 consecutive B frames
- Closed GOP. GOP of half the frame rate.
- CABAC
- Variable bitrate. No bitrate limit required,
though we offer recommended bit rates
below for reference
- Chroma subsampling: 4:2:0
Frame rate
- Common frame rates include: 24, 25,
30, 48, 50, 60 frames per second (other
frame rates are also acceptable).

Bitrate
Recommended video bitrates for uploads
Type
Video bitrate, standard frame rate (24, 25, 30)
1080p 8 Mbps
Type
1080p

Video bitrate, standard frame rate (48, 50, 60)
12 Mbps

Recommended audio bitrates for uploads
Type
Audio Bitrate
Mono
128 kbps
Stereo 384 kbps
5.1
512 kbps
Resolution and aspect ratio
- 16:9 aspect ratio
- 1080p: 1920x1080

AD SPECS
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE / TIMELINE 2019
MAIN ISSUE

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Publication Date
28 Jan 2019 30 Jan 2019 28 Feb 2019 28 Mar 2019 29 Apr 2019 29 May 2019 27 Jun 2019 29 Jul 2019 29 Aug 2019 27 Sep 2019 29 Oct 2019 22 Nov 2019
Ad Material Deadline 11 Dec 2018 10 Jan 2019 08 Feb 2019 11 Mar 2019 11 Apr 2019 12 May 2019 10 Jun 2019 10 Jul 2019 08 Aug 2019 09 Sep 2019 10 Oct 2019 05 Nov 2019

PRINT

DPS

Full Page

½ Page Horizontal

½ Page Vertical

420mm (W) x 284mm (H)

210mm (W) x 284mm (H)

210mm (W) x 140mm (H)

105mm (W) x 284mm (H)

PRODUCTION MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Final artwork files (300dpi in CMYK mode) should
be submitted in PDF Fogra 39L with colour
bar format with accompanying colour proofs.
Artwork should include crop mark and 5mm
bleed on all sides.

DIGITAL

LEADERBOARD
Normal size : 728 x 90px
Expanded size : 728 x 350px
Max file size : 39k
MPU
Size : 300 x 250px
Expanded size : 600 x 300px
Max file size : 39k

COLOUR REPRODUCTION QUALITY CONTROL
LINE SCREEN
Quality control will always be maintained to
Colour : 175
achieve the best colour reproduction quality
possible. However, owing to certain conditions and
limitations in printing, it is not always possible
to achieve a 100% fidelity in colour reproduction.

DOUBLE MPU / HALF PAGE AD
Size : 300 x 600px
Max file size : 39k

CREATIVES CAN BE SENT IN THE
FOLLOWING FORMATS:
gif or Jpeg // flash // 3rd party tags

MASTHEAD
Normal size : 960 x 250px
Max file size : 39k

TIMELINE
Standard campaigns :
2 days’ notice
Complex campaigns :
5 days’ notice
New creatives test :
7 days’ notice

PLEASE NOTE
Automatic expansion is not permitted;
creatives can be hosted by Kingsman
Media or by a third party such as:
doubleclick, mediamind, flashtalking,
mediaplex and others; Kingsman
Media’s AD Server is DFP - Inred tags
are preferred; Flash (swf) files must be
supplied with a click tag and a back up
gif; Video/Audio must be user initiated;
Z-index should not be more than 9,000

CONTACTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING, CONTACT:
Email info.nxt@kingsmanmedia.com Tel (65) 6583 7241
FOR BRANDED CONTENT ENQUIRIES AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS, CONTACT:
Publisher lawrence.leong@kingsmanmedia.com

KINGSMAN MEDIA PTE LTD
410 North Bridge Road , #04-01 SPACES City Hall , Singapore 188726
Tel: (65) 6583 7241 www.kingsmanmedia.com

